Sunshine Clothes Dryer - SET UP & Re-Roping Instructions
DE13 Economy Model— Please read through thoroughly before use, see images on both sides.
Also there are videos on our website and YouTube.com.

G & G Clothesline
1101 HWY 14 South Parkersburg Iowa 50665 - 1-800-998-2423
www.sunshineclothesdryer.com - Email: info@sunshineclothesline.com
Re-Roping Process; 1. Position Spider notch in the bottom notch of Latch Assy.
2. Start at the inside point on any Arm as indicated on the diagram and proceed as shown by the arrows. Reverse direction of the rope (follow the arrows) each time you come to the Arm you started
with.
3. When you get to the top row, thread
the rope through the hole, then around
the Arm 1 1/2 times then thread the
rope through the same side you did to
start the loops, see our web site for a
video of this. This will prevent the
Arms from going out of position and
hold the tension. Tie a knot at the outside of the last hole.
End view of Arm with Loop.

When adjusting Rope tension, after Rope has been completely laced up, it is important to;
4. Set Quickset Lock to the desired line tension, usually the bottom notch.
5. Then start at the ending of the top line (with knot) and work your way back to the other end
(bottom row).
6. Still working on the top line, at the end of each Arm adjust rope tension taut while keeping the
length of each line section equal. If visual judgment isn’t adequate, measure each distance to get
them equal (approximately 108”). Be sure to tie a double loop at the junction of each Arm as described in #3, this is key to keeping the Arms equally spaced (only tie this loop on the top row).
7. When the top row is completed continue down to the next level (follow the arrowed line path
down the Arm), all the while keeping the line taut.
8. Work your way around each successive level, again keeping the line taut.
9. At the end or bottom tie a knot in the end of the line so it doesn’t pull through the last hole.

We hope this helps you keep your Sunshine Clothes Dryer in tip top shape.
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WEBSITE: http://www.sunshineclothesline.com
EMAIL: info@sunshineclothesline.com - PHONE:1-800-998-2423
Also there are videos on our website and YouTube.com.

How to Assemble the 3pc Ground Socket
Position the two Wings on the PVC tube with the special formed bolts
to secure the Wings around the Ground Socket. The top of the Wings
should be about 4 inches from the top of the Ground Socket.
CAUTION!! Do not over tighten 1/4” Wing nuts
as you will indent the PVC Socket making it impossible to get the
Dryer into Socket after assembly.
Auger or dig a hole in the ground deep enough for the length of the
Ground Socket (20”). Dig out the top of the hole large enough to accommodate the Wings of the Ground Socket as shown in the picture
to the right. After making sure the Socket is plumb, pack or tamp the
dirt back into the hole.
If you have any questions please call us!

List of Components with this unit;
Sunshine Clothes Dryer 13.5’ Dia.
Ground Socket
Wings, 2) metal for Grd. Skt. Assy.
Wing Nuts, - 1/4" (4)
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Clear poly Bag
Sales Brochures
Cap, Black Plastic
Bolts - 1/4" X 4" (4) formed

Replacement PARTS (Partial list)
DESCRIPTION
Arm (Wood—Orange)
Ground Socket ASSY (includes, PVC Tube,
Bolts, Nuts, Wings & Black Cap)
Rope, 3/16”, Hollow Braid, Polyethylene

QTY/DRYER
4
1
1

All components are available, please inquire.
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